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Description
Having a drop-down text menu in trackers is great. It is faster and reduces errors.

However, sometimes, there are exceptions and it would be nice to be able to add just text when none of the option are appropriate.

As of now, in Tiki trackers, you need to add a new field (if you chose none of the above at the previous question, what is your answer).

Also semi-related info: If values are already entered in Tiki from a drop-down menu, and if some values are changed in the drop-down menu, some entries are sort of in limbo. They are there for past entries, but new entries can't be given that value. Offering a free text option would be nice here too.

Solution
Added for 1.9.8

See field type "drop down with other text field"
Great job Sylvie!

Importance
3

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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